Web Page Performance Test for publiclab.org

From: Dulles, VA - Chrome - Cable
3/31/2020, 9:37:01 AM

Tester: VM04-01-172.16.20.198
First View only
Test runs: 3

Performance Results (Median Run)

Document Complete
First Byte Time | Keep-alive Enabled | Compress Transfer | Compress Images | Cache static content | Effective use of CDN
---|---|---|---|---|---
Time | Requests | Bytes In | Time | Requests | Bytes In | Cost
First View (Run 1) 7.287s 0.304s 3.900s 3.952s 5.486s 5.600s 4.806s 7.287s 50 3,388 KB 8.861s 55 3,471 KB $$$$

Test Results

Run 1:

Waterfall

Screenshot

First View (7.287s)

Content Breakdown

Requests

Bytes

html 24.1% 51.9%
js 33.6% 56.6%
css 17.7% 19.7%
image 5.6%
font 5.1%
other 2.6%
Run 3:

**Waterfall**

**Screenshot**

First View (7.320s)
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**Get Started On Your Dream Site**

Choose Your Own Package. Affordable Hosting & Domain w. 24/7 Support & No Hidden Fees. Namecheap

---

**Recent Industry Blog Posts**

- Introducing Quicksilver: Configuration Distribution at Internet Scale
- Dogfooding from Home: How Cloudflare Built our Cloud VPN Replacement
- Migrating from VPN to Access
- Using Cloudflare to secure your cardholder data environment
- Migrating to React land: Gatsby

more...

**Recent Discussions**

- IE11 Vs Chrome & Webp
- [split] Setting connectivity for a location
- Timeline vs. Performance view
- Unable to get page weights (JS, CSS, Image bytes/requests) for test with multi steps
- Loaded by/initiator for base page is unexpected

more...

**WebPagetest Partners**